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• Online data archiving as a service
• Founded in 2011
• 10 years of know-how working with archives
• Safe, secure and accessible data storage

100% data integrity guarantee
Keep your data safe & secure forever
How it works

• 3 copies, 3 locations, online and offline

• Active management: integrity, obsolescence

• Standard filesystem with global persistent namespace
100% data integrity guarantee

• All data is returned ‘bit perfect’
• No restriction on time
• No restriction on volume
• Worldwide insurance backed: £5M per loss
• All part of the SLA
• Supported by ISO27001 certification
Data escrow

- Copy of data offline at third-party escrow site
- LTFS on LTO tape with open source tools
- Customer has access to escrow copy:
  - If we fail to provide the service
  - If the customer decides to leave
Fixed price

- *Long-term* retention and access
- Fixed prices: 5, 10, 25, 50, … years
- Lower risks: One-off payments
More information

• Arkivum table at PASIG

• www.arkivum.com

• matthew.addis@arkivum.com

“Arkivum has helped us to create a robust archiving solution that will allow us to focus our budget on the business rather than yet more storage”

“Archived documents can then be seamlessly accessed from within the document management system, in the same way current documents are”.